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Abstract 
It is shown that except for the vertex labclling BNLC grammars of bounded nonterminal degree 
generate the same languages of simple graphs as hyperedge replacement grammars. This does not 
hold if the vertex labelling is taken into account. Furthermore the generation of loops and multiple 
edges by hyperedge replacement grammars is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Since [17] and [22] there have been made various proposals how to generalize the 
usual string grammars to graph grammars, see [4, 8, 93 for overviews and a rich 
supply of detailed papers. Unfortunately it has turned out that for most general 
approaches nearly all questions of interest are undecidable. Thus in recent years 
researchers have been concentrating on finding restricted approaches, like context- 
free grammars, that are tractable, but still expressive. Among the most notable in this 
respect are two types of grammars: hyperedge replacement (HR) grammars, where one 
hyperedge at a time is replaced, see [3, 6, 12-14, 161 and boundary node label 
controlled (BNLC) grammars, where one vertex at a time is replaced, see, e.g., [S, 
19-211. (For a specific discussion of context-free graph grammars see [S].) 
In this paper we compare the languages generated by HR grammars with those 
generated by BNLC grammars. One difference between them is that HR grammars 
generate directed hyperedge labelled hypergraphs which may have multiple hy- 
peredges and loops, while BNLC grammars generate undirected vertex labelled 
simple graphs, i.e., graphs without multiple edges or loops. To deal with this we will 
restrict the comparison to HR grammars which generate directed graphs only--dir- 
ected graphs can be mapped to undirected graphs in an obvious way by forgetting the 
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directions of edges; the case of multiple edges and loops will be discussed in a later 
section. Furthermore we will enrich HR grammars by introducing vertex labels in 
such a way that these vertex labels do not interfere with the replacement mechanism. 
Thus enriched HR grammars obviously generate the same graph languages as HR 
grammars except for the vertex labelling. Analogously we will enrich BNLC gram- 
mars by introducing edge labels, again in such a way that these edge labels do not 
interfere with the replacement mechanism. This is very different from B-edNCE 
grammars (see [lo, Ill): these also belong to the “NLC family”, but their derivation 
mechanism is heavily influenced by the edge labels. Enriched BNLC grammars 
obviously generate the same graph languages as BNLC grammars up to the edge 
labels. 
An (enriched) BNLC grammar 59 is said to be of bounded nonterminal degree, i.e., it 
is an (enriched) BNLCbntd grammar, if there is some ke No such that for each 
nonterminal graph created by 9 each nonterminal vertex has at most k neighbours. In 
[16] it is shown that each language generated by a BNLCbntd grammar can be 
generated by an HR grammar, too. The proof given there can easily be translated to 
g&e the same result for enriched BNLCbntd and HR grammars. Our main result, given 
in Section 4, is that each simple graph language generated by an HR grammar can be 
generated by an enriched BNLCbnld grammar, too-but only if we ignore the vertex 
labelling. 
In Section 5 we will bring into the picture graphs with multiple edges and loops. 
From such a graph G one can obtain a simple graph by deleting the loops and 
choosing one edge from every set of multiple edges; we call the set of resulting graphs 
flat(G). Using this notion we show that for each graph language L generated by some 
HR grammar, flat(L) can be generated by an HR grammar, too. 
Let us outline the proof of Section 4 here. When comparing HR and BNLC 
grammars it is obvious that nonterminal hyperedges must correspond to nonterminal 
vertices and that the sources of those hyperedges must correspond to the neighbours 
of those vertices. One difficulty is that when replacing a hyperedge we might introduce 
terminal edges between the sources while replacing a vertex cannot create edges 
between its neighbours. To deal with this we give a normal form theorem for HR 
grammars, showing that each HR language can be generated by an HR grammar 
where there are no terminal edges between the sources of any right-hand side. 
Another difficulty is that in the HR case the context of a nonterminal edge is formed 
by its sources, which correspond to the sources of a right-hand side replacing the 
nonterminal edge. In the BNLC case the context of a nonterminal vertex is formed by 
its neighbours which are not directly present in a right-hand side. Thus in the HR case 
edges between the context of a nonterminal edge and the vertices of a right-hand side 
which are not sources are specified directly while the corresponding edges in the 
BNLC case are specified production-independently by the vertex labels only. This 
problem is partly solved by changing the vertex labelling of an enriched HR grammar 
such that the sources of a nonterminal edge can also be identified by their label. For 
the other part we use a variant of BNLC grammars as an intermediate step. 
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In a recent paper [l l] a similar result to ours is obtained, namely that HR 
grammars generate the same graph languages as B-edNCEb,ld grammars. As men- 
tioned above, in this case the replacement is controlled also by edge labels, and the 
connection relation is given for each rule separately. Thus the replacement mechanism 
is stronger (and more complex) such that the second difficulty from above does not 
exist. While dealing with a somewhat broader class of HR grammars and considering 
also hypergraph generation in some sense, a series of normal form and other lemmas is 
shown, which are completely on the BNLC side. Our proof is more direct and works 
mainly on the HR side-and, of course, our result is different since we deal with 
BNLC grammars, which have a simpler replacement mechanism. 
2. Basic definitions 
A hypergraph H is a tuple (V, E, s, h, v, q), where V is the vertex and E the edge set. 
The function s assigns to each eE E a sequence s(e) = u1 . . uk of distinct vertices, 
which are called the sources of e, k is the rank of e, k 2 0. Similarly h = s1 . . . s, is 
a sequence of distinct vertices, the sources of H, and n is the rank of H. The labelling 
functions v : V -+ A and rl: E -+ B assign labels from some alphabets A and B to the 
vertices and edges. It would also be possible to encode vertex labels as the labels of edges 
of rank 1, see, e.g., [3], but since the derivation process of BNLC grammars depends 
on the vertex labels, they are given explicitly for all hypergraphs and graphs here. 
An edge is incident to each of its sources and vice versa, two vertices are adjacent or 
neighbours if they are sources of the same edge. The degree of a vertex is the number of 
its incident edges. 
What we have defined is in fact a directed vertex- and edge-labelled hypergraph 
with sources. A directed graph is a hypergraph with empty source sequence where all 
edges have rank 1 or 2. A loop is an edge of rank 1. A hypergraph has no multiple edges 
if different edges have different sets of sources, i.e., multiple edges may have different 
labels or directions. A directed graph without loops or multiple edges is called simple. 
An (undirected) graph is a tuple (V, E, s, v, q) where V is the vertex set, E the edge set 
and v and rl are the vertex and the edge labelling functions as above; the source 
function s assigns to each eE E a two-element subset of V. The notions incident, 
adjacent, neighbour, degree and simple are defined as for hypergraphs. 
We will always consider graphs and hypergraphs up to isomorphism. All graphs 
and hypergraphs are finite. 
Let H = (V, E, s, h, v, q) be a simple directed graph. Then its underlying (undirected) 
graph und(H) is (V, E,s’, v,q), where for all eE E with s(e) = u1 u2 we have 
s’(e) = {u 1, u2}. Furthermore we have functions fel and fvl, which “forget” the edge 
and the vertex labels: We have fel(H) = (V, E, s, h, v, q’), where q’(E) = ( *), and 
fvl(H) = (V, E, s, h, v’, h), where v’(V) = { * }-the special symbol * stands for unde- 
fined. The latter two functions are defined for graphs analogously. The three functions 
und, fel and fvl are extended to sets as usual by taking as image the set of images. 
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A subhypergraph of a hypergraph H is obtained by taking as edge set a subset E’ of 
E, as vertex set a subset V’ of V which contains all sources of H and of edges in E’, the 
source sequence h and the appropriate restrictions of s, v and ‘I. A subgraph of a graph 
G is obtained by taking as edge set a subset E’ of E, as vertex set a subset I” of 
I’which contains all sources of edges in E’, and the appropriate restrictions of s, v and 
‘I. A sub(hyper)graph is induced if the respective edge set E’ consists of all those edges 
from E whose sources all belong to V’. 
From a hypergraph H with source sequence s1 . . . s, we obtain (a, A) by adding 
a new edge with source sequence sr . . . s, and label A; instead of (H, *) we simply 
write I?. 
We define the union H v H’ of two hypergraphs H, H’ of the same rank n and such 
that for i = 1, . . . , n the ith source of H has the same label as the ith source of H’ as 
follows. Take copies of H and H’ such that for i = 1, . . . , n the ith source of H equals 
the ith source of H’, their vertex sets are disjoint otherwise, and their edge sets are 
disjoint.Then Hu H’= (V,v V,., EHu EH,,sHusH,, hH, vHuvHG,qHuqH’). Thus 
H u H’ is the disjoint union of H and H’ with their sources fused together. (The union 
of functions is defined by considering them as relations.) 
3. HR and BNLC grammars 
In this section we define the types of grammars we will be working with. 
An enriched hyperedge replacement (HR) grammar 9 = (N, T, P, 2) consists of finite 
disjoint sets N and T of nonterminal and terminal symbols, a finite set P of produc- 
tions and a start symbol ZEN. Every A EN has a rank ME FU,. A production is 
a pair (A, R), where A EN and R (the right-hand side) is a hypergraph of rank a(A), 
such that all vertex labels are in T, all edge labels are in N u T and every edge with 
label BEN has rank U(B). An enriched HR grammar is an HR grammar if all vertex 
labels equal the special label *, which we assume to be contained in every set T of 
terminal symbols. An HR grammar is the type of grammar considered, e.g., in [14], 
except that hypergraphs and edges have two sequences of sources there. 
The derivation process is roughly as follows. To derive a hypergraph from some 
hypergraph H find an edge e of H labelled A and a production (A, R); remove the edge 
e, add a copy of R disjoint from H and for i = 1, . . . , cr(q(e)) identify the ith source of 
R with the ith source of e. 
More formally, let 9 = (N, T, P,Z) be an enriched HR grammar, let 
H = (V, E, s, h, v, 7) be a hypergraph with v(V) c T, q(E) c N u T, such that for all 
e E E, q(e) E N implies that e has rank x( q(e)). Let e E E be an edge with q(e) = A, (A, R) 
be a production and R’ be a copy of R disjoint from H except that the ith source of R’ 
equals the ith source of e for i = 1, . . . , @(q(e)). Then H’ can be derived from H in ‘9, 
denoted H s9 H’, if H’ is (isomorphic to) the hypergraph (Vu V,‘, E u ER’\ { e>, 
s[~,{~) u sRs, h, v’, r] IE,te} u qRz), where v’(v) equals v(v) for VE V and v~(v) for 
v E VR,\ V. Thus when identifying a source of e with a source of R’ the resulting vertex 
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gets the label of the source of e. Therefore we may assume that the sources of 
right-hand sides have label * . 
As usual 3% (or simply 3) denotes the reflexive, transitive closure of *g. For 
A EN let A,, be the hypergraph consisting of an edge e labelled A of the appropriate 
rank and its sources, all being labelled * , such that the source sequence of e and 
A0 coincide. Then we write A rs H instead of A, 4, H. The set of sententialforms of 
9 is S(9) = {H ) Z ry H}. Obviously all HE S(9) fulfill the condition on H required 
in the definition of a derivation. The language generated by 3 is L(g) = (H ) Z %g H 
and q(E) s T}. Observe that IX(Z) = 0 if B generates directed graphs only. (This 
observation will be needed, e.g., in the proof of Proposition 4.3.) 
It is clear that the vertex labels and the terminal edge labels do not influence the 
derivation process, and particularly that enriched HR grammars are not stronger than 
HR grammars, if we forget the vertex labels. 
Proposition 3.1. Let L be a set of hypergraphs. 
(i) If there is an enriched HR grammar 93 with L = L(B), then there are enriched HR 
grammars 3’ and ‘3” such that fvl( L) = L(9’) and fel(L) = L(Q”). 
(ii) HR grammars and enriched HR grammars generate the same languages exceptfor 
the vertex labelling, i.e., there is an HR grammar 9 with L = L(Y) if and only ifthere is 
an enriched HR grammar 3’ with L = fvl(L(S’)). 
Let us remark the following. We require that for an HR grammar all sources of 
edges or hypergraphs are distinct. One could also allow that some sources of 
a nonterminal edge or some sources of a right-hand side are equal; for such a grarr(mar 
it is possible to construct an HR grammar that generates the same language and for 
which-as required here-all sources of edges or hypergraphs are distinct, see [l:?], It 
is also possible to drop the requirement that nonterminal symbols have a rank: and 
again one can transform such an “unranked” HR grammar into a normal form w,here 
nonterminals are ranked, see [ 121. 
Now we turn to BNLC type grammars. An enriched boundary node label contnAled 
(BNLC) grammar ‘3 = (N, T, P, Z, C) consists of finite disjoint sets N and ‘r of 
nonterminal and terminal symbols, a finite set P of productions, a start symbol ZEN 
and a connection relation C. A production is a pair (A, R) consisting of some A EN 
and an (undirected) simple graph R (the right-hand side) such that all edge labels are in 
T, all vertex labels are in N u T and no two N-labelled vertices are adjacent. The 
connection relation C is a subset of (T u N) x T x T, with the property that (a, b, c), 
(a, b,d)E C implies c = d. An enriched BNLC grammar is a BNLC grammar if 
C c (T u N) x T x { * } and all edges of right-hand sides have label * -where again 
we assume that T always contains the special symbol * A BNLC grammar is the type 
of grammar considered, e.g., in [19]. 
The derivation process is roughly as follows. To derive a graph from some graph 
G find a vertex x of G labelled A and a production (A, R), remove x and add a copy of 
R disjoint from G. Finally connect the vertices of R to the vertices of G according to 
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the connection relation C: a vertex of R labelled a is connected to a neighbour of u in 
G labelled b by an edge labelled c if (a, b, c) E C. 
More formally, let ‘22 = (N, T, P,Z, C) be an enriched BNLC grammar. Let 
G = (V, E, s, v, q) be a simple graph with q(E) E T, v(V) c N u T such that all neigh- 
bours of an N-labelled vertex are T-labelled. Let x be a vertex of G labelled A, let 
(A, R) be a production of G and assume that R is disjoint from G. Then G derives G’ in 
3, denoted G=+G’, if G’ is the graph (V\{x}u V,, (E,uER)6Ec, susRusc, 
v I V\{xl U vR, viE,uvR U ?d9 where 
l E, = {eEE(x is not incident to e}, 
0 Ec = {(V,W)lVE VR, WE v, (vR(V), V(W), U)EC for SOfIle uET}, 
0 sc(v,w) = (II, w} for (v,w)E&-, 
l ~~(0, w) = a for (v,w)fzEc with (vR(o),v(w), u)EC. 
As above as or f is the reflexive, transitive closure of Jo. For A EN let A i be 
the graph consisting of a single vertex labelled A. Then we write A 3, G instead of 
A, rs G. The set of sentential forms of ‘3 is S(S) = {G ) Z %>s G}. Our definitions 
ensure that all GE S(3) are graphs labelled as required above. The language of 9 is 
L(Q)= {GIZ=T,G, v(Ve)c T}. 
It is clear that the edge labels do not influence the derivation process, and 
particularly that enriched BNLC grammars are not stronger than BNLC grammars, if 
we forget the edge labels. 
Proposition 3.2. BNLC grammars and enriched BNLC grammars generate the same 
languages except for the edge lubelling; i.e., for a set L of graphs there is a BNLC 
grammar B with L = L(3) ifund only ifthere is an enriched BNLC grammar 9’ with 
L = fel(L(S’)). 
An (enriched) BNLC grammar 9 is said to be of bounded nonterminal degree, i.e., it 
is an (enriched) BNLCbntd grammar, if there is some kE NO such that for each 
sentential form created by 3 each nonterminal vertex has at most k neighbours. 
Enriched BNLC grammars can be seen as special B-edNCE grammars as they are 
used, e.g., in [ll], but the latter differ mostly in the following points: first, the 
derivation process is heavily influenced by the edge labels, in fact it is easy to see that 
the connection relation in the case of B-edNCE grammars can be made independent 
of the vertex labels; secondly, there is no global connection relation for a grammar, 
but each production has its own connection relation; and thirdly, when the vertices of 
a newly added right-hand side of a production are connected to the vertices of the old 
graph, vertices of the right-hand side with the same label may be treated differently, 
i.e., the connection relation is not label controlled with respect to these vertices. Thus 
B-edNCE grammars are a much stronger type of grammar than enriched BNLC 
grammars, when we consider the derivation mechanism. Consequently our result 
below (Theorem 4.7) on the graph generating power of BNLCbntd grammars is 
stronger than the corresponding result for B-edNCEbnld grammars. 
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We will have the need for a type of grammar, that is between enriched BNLC and 
B-edNCE grammars. In such a grammar there is no global connection relation, but 
each production has a separate one, which is not label controlled with respect o the 
vertices of the right-hand side. Since the connection relations are production-depend- 
ent, we call such a grammar a P-BNLC grammar. 
An enriched P-BNLC grammar 9 = (N, T, P, Z) consists of N, T, Z as above and 
a finite set P of productions (A, R, C), where (A, R) is as above and C is a subset of 
V, x T x T with the property, that (u, a, b), (u, a, c) E C implies b = c. 
The derivations of an enriched P-BNLC grammar are defined similarly to those of 
an enriched BNLC grammar. Let G = (V, E, s, v, q) be a simple graph with q(E) c T, 
v( V) E N u T such that all neighbours of an N-labelled vertex are T-labelled. Let x be 
a vertex of G labelled A, let (A, R, C) be a production of ‘3 and assume that R is disjoint 
from G. Then G derives G’ in 9, denoted G *g GI, if G’ is (isomorphic to) the graph 
(v\{X>” v,, (&“E,) “Ec, s” sR"sc? Vb\{x}"vR, 'I~E,"YIR"VC), where 
l E,= {eeElx is not incident toe}, 
0 Ec= {(v,w)IUEI/R, WEV,(U,V(W),a)ECfOrSOmeaET), 
l sc(u, w) = {u, w} for (u, w)~Ec, 
l qc(u, w) = a for (u, W)E Ec with (u, v(w), a)E C. 
The sentential forms and the language are defined analogously as above. Also an 
enriched P-BNLC grammar of bounded nonterminal degree is defined analogously. 
It is quite obvious how to transform an enriched BNLC grammar into an enriched 
P-BNLC grammar: we eliminate the global connection relation C and replace each 
production (A, R) by a production (A, R, C’), where C’ = {(u, a, b) ( vR(u) = c and 
(c, a, b) E C}. Hence: 
Proposition 3.3. For each enriched BNLC grammar $9 there exists an enriched 
P-BNLC grammar 9’ such that L(9) = L(9’). 
In the next section we will show a partial converse of this proposition. 
4. The comparison 
In this section we will compare the generative power of enriched HR and BNLC,,,, 
grammars. Since HR grammars generate hypergraphs while BNLC grammars gener- 
ate graphs, we will restrict our considerations to enriched HR grammars which 
generate simple directed graphs only; these can be transformed to graphs by the 
function und. In [I l] also the hypergraph generating power of a BNLC type grammar 
is considered, where hypergraphs are represented in a standard fashion as bipartite 
graphs. 
On the one hand, we have as a slight generalization of a result in [ 161 that enriched 
HR grammars can generate all the graph languages generated by enriched BNLCbntd 
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grammars. On the other hand, our main result states that all the graph languages 
generated by enriched HR grammars can also be generated by enriched BNLCbntd 
grammars, but only if we ignore the vertex labelling. In the next section we will show 
that this restriction of the result cannot be avoided; there are, e.g., sets of graphs where 
all edge and vertex labels equal * , which can be generated by HR grammars but not 
by BNLC grammars. 
If an HR grammar generates imple directed graphs only, its sentential forms may 
still contain edges of rank greater than two, and this is important for the generative 
power of HR grammars. Such edges have nonterminal abels and it is obvious that 
nonterminal edges in HR grammars must correspond to nonterminal vertices in 
BNLC grammars. Therefore we introduce functions gra,, which transform hyper- 
graphs to graphs such that edges with label in N are transformed to vertices with label 
in N. 
Let H = (V, E, s, h, v, ‘1) be a hypergraph such that all edges with label not in a given 
set N have rank 2, and let E = El CE2 with El = {e(q(e)EN). Then the graph 
graN(H) = (V’, E’, s’,v’, q’) is defined by 
V’:= VcjE1, 
E’:= E2 i, {(e,o)leEE,, VE V, v is incident to e in H}, 
s’(e’) := 
{u1,u2} for e’EEz with s(e’) = ulu2, 
(e, v1 for e’ = (e, u), 
v’(u) := 
v(u) for uE V, 
n(v) for ueEl, 
q’(e) := 
q(e) for eeE2, 
* otherwise. 
Observe that in gra,(H) no two vertices with label in N are adjacent. Furthermore 
in the case that no edge has a label in N and the source sequence is empty the function 
graN simply gives the underlying graph. Thus when comparing sentential forms of HR 
and BNLC grammars via gra,, where N is the alphabet of nonterminal symbols, 
terminal simple directed graphs get immediately transformed to their underlying 
graphs, i.e., we get directly the comparison of the generated languages we are aiming for. 
Example. Here and in the examples to come we use the following conventions for 
drawing hypergraphs. Edges of rank 2 are drawn as arrows in the usual fashion. Other 
edges are drawn as boxes with the edge label inside, such a box is connected to the 
incident vertices, and the connecting lines are numbered to give the ordering of the 
edge’s ources. Also some vertices of the graph are numbered to indicate the source 
sequence of the graph. 
Figure 1 shows a graph H, where all labels not in N = {A, B} are omitted, and 
kvNW). 
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Fig. 1. 
In the use of these functions gra, lies a main difference to the approach of [l 11. In 
that paper hypergraphs are transformed to graphs by turning every edge into a vertex. 
This transformation applied to a terminal simple directed graph does not give its 
underlying graph, but its underlying graph with each edge subdivided once. This is 
useful for the comparison of the hypergraph generating power, but rather inconven- 
ient for the comparison of the graph generating power, which is therefore performed 
in quite an indirect way in [l 11. 
Our first result states that enriched BNLC bn,d grammars can be simulated by 
enriched HR grammars. This result is a variation of (716, Theorem 3.91, its proof is 
very similar, and we give it just for completeness. For this proof we need a kind of 
inverse for the function gra,, but note that graN is not injective, since the directions of 
the edges are lost. 
Theorem 4.1. For each enriched P-BNLC bn,d grammar 9% there is an enriched HR 
grammar 9’ which generates simple directed graphs only such that L(9) = und(L(S’)). 
Proof. Right-hand sides of P-BNLC grammars do not contain the context of the 
nonterminal vertex they replace, in contrast to the HR case. But since ‘S is of bounded 
nonterminal degree, there are only finitely many contexts in which a nonterminal 
symbol can appear. Therefore we change the nonterminal symbols in such a way that 
they contain information about their context, and with this knowledge and the 
connection relation we can add the context to a right-hand side of 9. Then we get 
a right-hand side of B’ by taking a kind of inverse image under gra,. 
Let k be a bound on the nonterminal degree of B. We define $5’ as (N ‘, T, P’, 2’): 
ForeachAEN,eachO<nIkandeachfunctionf:(l,...,n)-,Tlet(A,n,f)EN’. 
Put 2’ = (Z,O,$) where 0 denotes the empty function. 
To construct the productions of P’ proceed for each (A, R, C)E P and each 
(A, n, f) E N’ as follows: Take a graph G consisting of vertices u, v 1, . . . , u,, such that 
each Di has the only neighbour u and is labelledf(i), i = 1, . . . , n, and u is labelled A. 
Apply (A, R, C) to G yielding G’. If there is some nonterminal vertex with more than 
k neighbours, no sentential form of B can have an A-labelled vertex with a context 
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described by n andf: Otherwise let H be an inverse image of G’ under gra,, but with 
a change of the nonterminal labels, i.e., we construct H = (V, E, s, h, v, n) from 
G’= (V’,E’,s’,v’,q’) by setting V= {VE V’(V’(U)ET} and E = (eEE’ls’(e) G V) 
u(V’\V). For eeEnE’ let wlwz be any ordering of s’(e)= (w,,wz} and put 
s(e) = w1 w1 and q(e) = r’(e). For eE E n V’ let w1 . . . w, be any ordering of the 
neighbours w1 . . . w, of e in G’, which are terminal vertices of G by definition of 
a P-BNLC grammar and hence vertices of H; put s(e) = w1 . . w, and 
q(e)=(v’(e),m,g), where g:{l,..., m} + T, i-t V’(Wi). Finally put h = v1 . . . V, and 
v = ~‘1”. Note that the rank of (A, n,f) is n. Now add the production ((A, n,f), H) 
to P’. 
An induction on the derivation length shows that the sentential forms of 9’ are 
surjectively mapped to the sentential forms of ‘3, if we project the nonterminal labels 
onto their first component and apply graN. Since the terminal hypergraphs generated 
by 9’ are directed graphs, this mapping equals und on L(S’) and the result fol- 
lows. q 
Corollary 4.2. The languages of enriched BNLC bntd grammars can also be generated by 
enriched HR grammars in the sense that for each enriched BNLCbntd grammar 9 there is 
an enriched HR grammar 9’ that generates simple directed graphs only such that 
L(9) = und(L(S’)). 
The languages of BNLCbntd grammars can also be generated by HR grammars if 
we forget the vertex and edge labels; i.e., for each BNLCbntd grammar 9 there is an 
HR grammar 9’ which generates simple directed graphs only such that 
fvl(L(‘3)) = fel(und( L(9’))). 
Now we turn to the inverse inclusion for languages generated by BNLCbntd and HR 
grammars. As explained in the introduction we first show that every HR grammar can 
be brought into some normal form. An enriched HR grammar is source-edge-free if for 
any production (A, R) there is no terminal edge in R whose sources all are also sources 
of R. 
Proposition 4.3. Let 9 be an enriched HR grammar which generates directed graphs 
without multiple edges only. Then there is a source-edge-free HR grammar 9’ with 
L(4) = L(Y). 
Proof. The idea of the construction is to guess which terminal edges between sources 
of a nonterminal edge will be generated later on, and to introduce these earlier, namely 
at the same time with the nonterminal edge. For this we change the nonterminal labels 
such that they store the information which terminal edges between sources of a corres- 
ponding right-hand side will be generated in a derivation in 9. With this information 
9’ will be able to generate these edges earlier. 
We will assume that all sources of right-hand sides of 9 are labelled * . We define 9’ 
as (N’, T, P’, Z’): Let N’ consist of pairs (A, H) where A EN and H is a terminally 
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labelled hypergraph with a(A) vertices, all of which are sources of H and labelled * , 
H has no multiple edges and all edges are of rank 1 or 2. (Note that H is a directed 
graph, except that its source sequence is not empty in general.) The rank of (A, H) is 
cc(A). Observe that N’ is finite and that the start symbol Z is virtually unchanged, i.e., 
formally we have added the empty graph to it as second component to obtain Z’. The 
productions of 9’ are constructed from the productions of 9: Let (A, R) E P andfbe 
a function that assigns to each nonterminal edge e of R a hypergraphf(e) such that 
(qR(e),f(e))E N’. Construct R” as follows: 
VR” = V,, ER” = ER i, i, EJC,,, 
sR(e’) for e’EER, 
sRcc(e’) = 
i 
UiUj for e’ E Ef(,) with sR(e) = u1 . ..u., 
h ~(-2) = WI ... W,, s&e’) = wiwj, 
hR,, = hR, vR” = vR, 
qR,,(e’) = ‘R(e’) for e’EER, 
vfde’) for e’ Wk.l. 
If R” has no two terminal edges with the same sets of sources, let H be the 
subhypergraph of R” with the sources of R” as vertices and the terminal edges between 
these sources as edges. In this case obtain R’ from R” by deleting all terminal edges 
between sources of R” and add the production ((A, H), R’) to P’. 
Although (A, R) may determine several productions, P’ is finite. Obviously the 
resulting grammar is source-edge-free. 
To prove the claim about L(9’) one shows by induction on the length of a deriv- 
ation that for any hypergraph H with all edges being terminal and without edges 
between the sources, and any (A, G)E N’ we have: (A, G) 33, H if and only if 
A 3~ H u G. This induction proof is possible since the replacement in HR grammars 
is context-free. (Thus formally the proof depends on the context-freeness lemma of 
[13,14], but it should be clear without spelling out the details.) 
Applying this equivalence to Z gives the result, since Z has rank 0. 0 
Example. In Fig. 2 a production of 9 and a resulting production of 9’ according to 
the above construction are shown. 
To indicate a graph H in a new edge label (A, H) we list the edges of H in the form 
(i, 1, j), which is an edge with label 1 from the ith to the jth vertex of H. Informally 
speaking, the label (A,(l, a, 2), (2, b, 3)) means that an edge with this label “behaves” 
like an edge with label A, but additionally has the “obligation” to check for a terminal 
edge with label a from its first to its second source and similarly for another one with 
label b. The first obligation is met in our example, while the second is passed on to the 
C-labelled edge. Furthermore an “early” terminal edge with label c is created, and the 
B-labelled edge is burdened with a corresponding obligation. In this example we have 
omitted all vertex labels. 
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Remark. Note that this result can be generalized to enriched HR grammars without 
conditions on the rank of 2 or the rank of the T-labelled edges in the following way: 
Let 93 be an enriched HR grammar such that no HEL(S) has multiple edges. Then 
there is an enriched HR grammar ‘3’ = (N’, T, P’,Z’) such that 
(i) For any (A, R)E P’ with A # Z’ there are no terminal edges between sources 
of R. 
(ii) For any (A, R) E P’ no edge of R is labelled Z’. 
(iii) L(9) = L(S’). 
For the proof of this apply essentially the same transformations as above, then add 
a new nonterminal Z’ as start symbol and rules (Z’,(Z?, Z)) for all (Z, H)E N’. (See 
Section 2 for the definition of (H,Z).) 
Next we change the vertex labels of an enriched HR grammar in such a way that the 
sources of nonterminal edges of sentential forms can be distinguished by their labels. 
This allows a direct translation of HR grammars to P-BNLC grammars. Note that 
such a transformation is not necessary when comparing HR and B-edNCE grammars 
since the latter have a stronger derivation mechanism than BNLC grammars. The last 
gap to BNLC grammars will be filled on the BNLC side. 
A vertex labellingfis a proper colouring of a hypergraph H if for each edge of H all 
its sources have different values under5 
An enriched HR grammar 3 = (N, T, P, Z) is called properly coloured if for each 
AEN and each ie{l,... , a(A)} there is a unique label a E T such that the following 
hold: 
(i) For any production (A, R) the ith source of R is labelled a. 
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(ii) For all HE S(9) the vertex labelling uH is a proper colouring of H, such that in 
H the ith source of any edge labelled A has label a. 
Lemma 4.4. The languages of enriched HR grammars can also be generated by properly 
coloured enriched HR grammars exceptfor the vertex labelling. More precisely,for each 
enriched HR grammar 9 with start symbol of rank 0 there is a properly coloured 
enriched HR grammar 9’ with fvl(L(B’)) = fvl(L(S)). IfS is source-edge-free, then so 
is 9’. 
Proof. Let 3 = (N, T,P,Z) and m = max(X(R)((A,R)EP}, where x(H), the chro- 
matic number, is the least n such that there is a proper colouring f: V, + { 1, . . . , n} of 
H. Thus we have enough colours to give a proper colouring for each right-hand side 
such that the sources get different colours. (See Section 2 for the definition of I?.) 
We define $9’ as (N’, T’, P’, Z’): We change the nonterminals in such a way that they 
contain information on the colouring of the sources of the edge they label, i.e., 
N’= {W,f)lAEN,f is an injection from { 1,. . , a(A)) into { 1,. . . , m> ). The rank of 
(A, f) is N(A). Observe that N’ is finite and that the start symbol Z is virtually 
unchanged, i.e., formally we have added the empty function to it as second component 
to obtain Z’. Put T’ = Tu (1, . . . ,m}. 
The productions of 9’ are constructed from those of Y. For each (A, R) E P and each 
proper colouring f: V, -+ (1, . . . , m} of R define a production ((A, f '), R’) of P’ as 
follows. The function f ’ : { 1, . . . , cl(A)} -t { 1 , . . . , m} is defined by f ‘(i) = f (Vi), where 
hR = u1 . . . u,(~); and R’ is the hypergraph (VR, RR, sR, hR, f, n), where the edge labell- 
ing q is defined by 
vRce) for vR(e)E T, 
v(e) = (vR(e)?g) for rlR(e)EN, sR(e) = WI . . . Wa(qR(e))T 
g:{l,... ,dvR(e)))+ {l,...,mj, i*f(wi). 
Again from (A, R) we obtain several productions, but P’ is finite. Obviously 
source-edge-freeness i  not changed by our transformation. 
An easy top down induction on the derivation length shows that 8’ is properly 
coloured, since all nonterminal edges store in the second component of their label the 
information on the labelling of their sources. A bottom up induction shows that for all 
(A,~)E N’ and all terminal hypergraphs H’ with (A, f) $9, H’ there is a terminal 
hypergraph H with A 4, H and fvl(H’) = fvl(H) and vice versa. 
This finishes the proof. 0 
Example. Figure 3 shows a production of 9 and a possible corresponding production 
of 9’. We have used colours red, blue and green instead of numbers, and labels (A, f) 
are given by A and a list of pairs (i, f (i)). We have omitted the original vertex labels 
and all edge labels. 
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Remark. In fact our construction ensures that for each HE L(B) and each proper 
colouring fof H the hypergraph obtained from H by changing the vertex labelling to 
f is in L(9’). 
Lemma 4.5. Let 9 be a properly coloured source-edge-free enriched HR grammar that 
generates simple directed graphs only. Then there is an enriched P-BNLCbnfd grammar 
9’ with und(L(3)) = L(‘3’). 
Proof. Let ‘3’ = (N, T, P’, Z). We assume that in each right-hand side of a production 
of 93 all edges with terminal abel have rank 2. All other productions can be eliminated 
first, since they are not needed in a derivation of a directed graph. Thus graN is defined 
for all right-hand sides and all sentential forms of 8. 
From each production (A, R) E P we will construct a production of 9’. When we 
derive some hypergraph H’ from a sentential form H of Q by applying (A, R) to some 
edge e of H, then e is replaced by (a copy of) R via fusing of equally labelled sources of 
e and R since 9 is properly coloured. Now consider graN(H) and gra,(R). If we 
replace e in gra,(H) (e is a vertex of gra,(H)!) by graN(R) via fusing the sources of 
e and R (which are vertices of graN(H) and graN(R)), we obviously get gra,(H’). But 
we can also use the P-BNLC mechanism to derive graN(H’): Let R’ be the subgraph 
of graN(R) induced by those vertices which are not sources of R. Replace e in gra,(H) 
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by R’; to get graN(H’) from the resulting graph only some edges have to be added: 
These are edges not between sources of e, since ‘3 is source-edge-free, but they are all 
incident with one source of e and one vertex of R’. The sources of e in H are the 
neighbours of e in gra,(H), and they are distinguished by their labels. Hence the 
missing edges can be added according to the connection relation 
C = {(u,a,b)[ vE VR,, there is a source w of R with vR(w) = a and an edge of gra,(R) 
with sources u and w and label b). For each (A, R)E P let the corresponding (A, R’, C) 
be in P’. 
One shows by induction on the derivation length that H ES(%) if and only if 
gra,(H) E S(B’). Since all HE L(B) are terminally labelled and have no sources we 
have und(H) = gra,(H). Therefore und(L(S)) = L(9’). 
9’ is of bounded nonterminal degree since the neighbours of nonterminal vertices in 
GE S(9’) correspond to sources of nonterminal edges and obviously there is a bound 
on their numbers for Y. Hence the result follows. 0 
Example. Figure 4 shows an example how a production is transformed in the above 
construction. We have assumed all terminal edge labels to be * and have omitted 
them. Furthermore in the connection relation C we have identified the vertices of the 
new right-hand side by their labels since in this case the labelling is injective. 
Proposition 4.6. Let 9 be an enriched P-BNLC grammar. Then there is an enriched 
BNLC grammar 9’ such that L(9) equals L(‘3’) exceptfor the vertex labelling, i.e., such 
that fvl(L(S)) = fvl(L(S’)). Zf S is of bounded nonterminal degree then so is 9’. 
‘ 
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Proof. We may assume that for 9 = (N, T, P, 2) and (A, R, C), (A’, R’, C’) E P the 
right-hand sides R and R’ ar vertex disjoint. Number all vertices of all graphs 
appearing in productions of P, say from 1 to k. To define ‘9’ = (N’, T’, P’, Z’) put 
N’:=Nx(l,..., k},T’:=Tx{l,..., k}uT,Z’:=(Z,l). 
If (A, R, C) E P, i E { 1, . . . , k}, then let ((A, i), R’) E P’ where R’ is obtained by relabell- 
ing each vertex v in R such that u with label a in R and with number 1 is labelled (a, I) in 
R’. P’ is finite. Furthermore if (u, b,c)E C and u has the new label (a, I) let ((a,& 
(b,j),c)EC' forj= l,..., k. 
Thus we have introduced a copy of (A, R) for each original production (A, R, C) and 
each copy (A, i) of the original nonterminal A, and the tuples in C’ can still be traced 
back to (A, R, C) via 1; i.e., in an application of some ((A, i), R’) that stems from 
(A, R, C) an element ((a, I), (b,j), c) of C’ can create an edge only if 1 is the number of 
a vertex in R and (a, b, c) E C. One shows easily that S(9) equals S(S’) up to omitting 
the second component of the vertex labels, i.e., fvl(S(Q)) = fvl(S(9’)), and thus the 
result follows. Cl 
Putting together the above results 4.3-4.6 we get the main theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. The graph languages of enriched HR grammars can also be generated by 
enriched BNLCbntd grammars except for the vertex lubelling. More precisely, for every 
enriched HR grammar Q which generates directed simple graphs only, there is some 
enriched BNLCbntd grammar 9’ such that fvl(und(L(9))) = fvl(L(B’)). 
We call a graph unlubelled if all vertex and edge labels equal *. 
Corollary 4.8. The languages of unlubelled graphs generated by HR grammars can also 
be generated by BNLCbnrd grammars except for the vertex lubelling. More precisely, for 
a set L of unlubelled simple graphs, L = und(L(s))for some HR grammar 9 ifund only 
tf L = fvl(L(‘??‘)) for some BNLCbntd grammar 9’. 
We will not define B-edNCE (B-edNCE,,,,) grammars here (see [ll]), but they 
belong to the BNLC family, have a stronger derivation mechanism and generate 
directed simple graphs. With the result from [l l] that HR grammars and 
B-edNCE,,,, grammars generate the same graph languages we obtain: 
Corollary 4.9. Let L be a set of unlubelled simple graphs. Then L = und(L(G)) for some 
B-edNCEbUrd grammar 9 ifund only ifL = fvl(L(B’))for some BNLCbnld grammar 9’. 
5. Multiple edges and vertex labels 
In this section we want to show how HR languages with multiple edges and loops 
can be compared with BNLC languages. We will also give a result on sets of 
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unlabelled graphs generated by BNLC grammars which shows that BNLC grammars 
cannot generate all unlabelled graph languages which can be generated by HR 
grammars. 
Note that one could easily add loops to BNLC generated graphs by allowing loops 
on the right-hand side of BNLC productions. But it is not clear how to treat multiple 
edges, especially if the sets of multiple edges are unbounded in size for a graph 
language. Thus what we want to do is flattening out all multiple edges and loops in 
hypergraphs generated by HR grammars. 
For a hypergraph H let flat(H) be the set of all maximal subhypergraphs H’ of 
H without multiple edges or loops. Since subhypergraphs are not necessarily induced, 
this simply means that we delete all loops and from every set of multiple edges all but 
one to get some H’ l flat(H). As usual flat is generalized to sets of hypergraphs by 
taking as image the union of the images of the elements. 
We will show that flattening transforms an HR language of directed graphs into an 
HR language. This result is also useful when proving a set of simple directed graphs to 
be an HR language: when exhibiting a suitable HR grammar one does not have to 
care about unwanted multiple edges. 
Theorem 5.1. For every enriched HR grammar 93 that generates directed graphs only 
there is an enriched HR grammar $4” with flat(L(B)) = L(Q’). 
Proof. It is obvious that we will suppress loops and multiple edges in right-hand sides. 
Then we will have no multiple edges if the grammar is source-edge-free. Thus we will 
construct a source-edge-free grammar $9’ and this proof is very similar to the one of 
Proposition 4.3. 
The main idea of the construction is to guess which terminal edges between sources 
of a nonterminal edge will be generated later on, and to introduce some of these 
earlier, at the same time with the nonterminal edge. For this we change the nonter- 
minal labels such that they store the information which terminal edges between 
sources of a corresponding right-hand side will be generated in a derivation in 9. With 
this information 9’ will be able to generate some of these edges earlier and to suppress 
others which would lead to multiple edges. 
We will assume that all sources of right-hand sides of B are labelled * . We define 99’ 
as (N’, T, P’, Z’): Let N’ consist of pairs (A, H) where A EN and H is a terminally 
labelled hypergraph with E(A) vertices, all of which are sources of H and labelled * , 
H has no multiple edges and all edges are of rank 1 or 2. (Note that H is a directed 
graph, except that its source sequence is not empty in general.) The rank of (A, H) is 
E(A). Observe that N’ is finite and that the start symbol Z is virtually unchanged, i.e., 
formally we have added the empty graph to it as second component o obtain Z’. The 
productions of 9” are constructed from the productions of 9: Let (A, R) E P andf be 
a function that assigns to each nonterminal edge e of R a hypergraphf(e) such that 
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(~~(e),f(e))~ N’. Construct R” as follows: 
v,. = v,, E,,, = ER i, 0 Er(,,, 
sa(e’) for e’EE,, 
sR,(e’) = ViVj for e’EEr(,) with sR(e) = v1 . . . u,, 
h /(f?) = Wl ... w,,s/{,)(e’) = wiwj, 
h,,, = hs, vR,, = vR, 
qR,,(e’) = rlR(e’) for e’EER, 
rlf&e’) for e’EEf(+ 
Let H be the subhypergraph of R” with the sources of R” as vertices and the 
terminal edges between these sources as edges and let H’~flat(H). Obtain R”’ from 
R” by deleting all terminal edges between sources of R”, let R’ ~flat(R”‘) and add the 
production ((A, H’), R’) to P’. 
Although (A,R) may determine several productions, P’ is finite. Obviously the 
resulting grammar is source-edge-free, all right-hand sides have neither terminal loops 
nor terminal multiple edges, hence all generated hypergraphs have neither loops nor 
multiple edges. 
To prove the claim about L(9’) one shows by induction on the length of a de- 
rivation that for any hypergraph H with all edges being terminal and without edges 
between the sources, and any (A, G)E N’ we have: (A, G) %g, H if and only if there is 
some hypergraph H’ with all edges being terminal and some H”~flat(H’) such that 
A aQ H’ and H u G = H”. Applying this equivalence to 2 gives the result, since 2 has 
degree 0. 0 
Remark. This result can also be obtained for general enriched HR grammars generat- 
ing hypergraphs. 
Corollary 5.2. Let L be a set of unlabelled simple graphs. Then L = und(flat(L(3))) for 
some HR grammar 3 if and only if L = fvl(L(3’)) for some BNLCbntd grammar 9’. 
The following theorem gives an insight into the structure of unlabelled graphs 
generated by P-BNLC grammars. It strengthens for these grammars a result of [7] on 
NLC grammars. We need some definitions first. 
A cycle of length n of a simple graph is a sequence u,,, . . . , u,_ 1 of distinct vertices 
with Vi adjacent to vi+l for i=O,..., n - 1 and indices taken module n. A cycle is 
chordless if Vi adjacent to Uj implies i = j + 1 (mod n) or j = i + 1 (mod n). 
Theorem 5.3. Let L be a set of unlabelled graphs generated by some P-BNLC grammar 
9. Then there is some k E NO such that for all G E L all chordless cycles of G have length 
less or equal k. 
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Proof. For each production (A, R, C) of 9 let (A, R, C)’ be the graph obtained by 
applying (A, R, C) to a graph consisting of two adjacent vertices, one being labelled A, 
the other * . Let k be a bound on the lengths of chordless cycles in graphs (A, R, C)’ 
with (A, R, C) a production of Q. Then one shows by induction that for all GE S(Y) all 
chordless cycles in G have length less or equal k: 
Let G be a sentential form of 9 and let G’ be derived by applying some production 
(A,R,C) of $3 to some vertex u of G. By definition of P-BNLC grammars all 
neighbours of v are terminal, and hence they have label * by hypothesis. By induction 
and choice of k we only have to consider chordless cycles that contain some new as 
well as some old vertex. If such a cycle has only one vertex in G, then this is 
a *-labelled neighbour of u and the cycle corresponds to a chordless cycle of (A, R, C)‘, 
i.e., has length less or equal k. If such a cycle has more than one vertex in G, then it 
contains at least two (*-labelled) neighbours of u; these have the same neighbours 
among the newly added vertices by the nature of the derivation mechanism. Thus, 
since the cycle is chordless, it contains in fact only one new vertex. Old vertices which 
are adjacent to this new vertex in G’ are neighbours of v in G, thus we can find 
a chordless cycle of the same length in G and are done by induction. 0 
It is easy to see that there is an HR grammar which generates all unlabelled directed 
cycles. By the last theorem the corresponding set of underlying graphs cannot be 
generated by a P-BNLC or a BNLC grammar. On the other hand, there is a BNLC 
grammar which generates all unlabelled complete graphs (i.e., simple graphs where 
any two vertices are adjacent). A corresponding set of directed graphs cannot be 
generated by an HR grammar, see [14]. Thus we have that the graph generating 
power of HR and BNLC grammars are incomparable, if we take the vertex labelling 
into account. 
Corollary 5.4. There exists some HR grammar 9 generating unlabelled simple directed 
graphs only such that for no BNLC grammar 9’ we have L(9’) = und(L(Q)). 
There exists some BNLC grammar 9 generating unlabelled graphs only such that for 
no HR grammar 9’ generating simple directed graphs we have L(Q) = und(L(9’)). 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have shown that graph languages generated by BNLCbntd grammars can be 
generated by enriched HR grammars, and that graph languages generated by HR 
grammars can be generated by enriched BNLC bntd grammars except for the vertex 
labelling. This allows to transfer results obtained for one model, like the polynomial 
recognizability for certain BNLC languages [19], to the other model. We refer the 
reader to the discussion in [l l] and only mention an example here that could not be 
treated there. If we call the maximal rank of an edge appearing in some HR grammar 
9 the order of Q, then the class of languages of unlabelled graphs generated by HR 
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grammars of order I is properly contained in the respective class for I + 1 [14], thus 
we get a proper hierarchy of classes of HR languages. This result carries over to 
BNLCbntd languages where the order of a BNLC grammar is the maximal degree of 
a nonterminal vertex in some sentential form: The constructions of Theorem 4.1 and 
Lemma 4.5 transform P-BNLC grammars of order r to HR grammars of order r and 
vice versa. The transformations of Proposition 4.3, Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.6 
obviously preserve order. Thus we get a proper hierarchy of classes of BNLC,,,, 
languages. A corresponding result could not be obtained in [ll], since one of the 
transformations used there does not preserve order. This shows the advantage of our 
more direct transformation. 
One might interpret our result as saying that HR grammars are just a special case of 
BNLC grammars and that consequently it is enough to study the latter. But there are 
several reasons why this is not so: 
Restrictions are not necessarily bad, e.g., known polynomial recognition algorithms 
for BNLC languages only work for connected graphs of bounded degree anyway [19]. 
HR languages are necessarily of bounded tree-width, thus they are algorithmically 
more accessible, see [l, 2, 15, 181. HR grammars are context-free in the sense of t-51, 
while BNLC grammars are only confluent. 
The order of HR grammars is defined statically, i.e., it can be determined by simply 
looking at the productions, while the order of a BNLCbntd grammar depends on the 
sentential forms. 
HR grammars generate hypergraphs, which might be useful in applications e.g. to 
Petri nets, where the transitions might be seen as hyperedges, a hyperedge replace- 
ment as a transition refinement. (For this point see [ll] where hypergraphs are also 
treated with BNLC-type grammars.) They may also generate multiple edges, which 
can be useful when specifying networks with edge weight. 
As we have seen in Section 5, BNLC grammars can generate all unlabelled HR 
graph languages only if we ignore the vertex labels. Hence HR grammars are not 
really a special type of BNLC grammars. 
We conclude with an open problem: Our method and the method of [16] allow to 
mimick the derivation process of one type of grammar with the other type. It would be 
interesting to have a correspondence not on the grammar level, but on the language 
level. While it is clear that every HR graph language and thus every (enriched) 
BNLCb,,d language is of bounded tree-width [18], and hence every HR graph 
language is an (enriched) BNLC language of bounded tree-width, is it also true that 
every BNLC language of bounded tree-width is an HR language? 
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